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We systematically investigate the photoexcited (PE) quasi-particle (QP) relaxation and low-
energy electronic structure in electron doped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 single crystals as a function of
Co doping, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.11. The evolution of the photoinduced reflectivity transients with x pro-
ceeds with no abrupt changes. In the orthorhombic spin-density-wave (SDW) state a bottleneck
associated with a partial charge-gap opening is detected, similar to previous results in different
SDW iron-pnictides. The relative charge gap magnitude 2∆(0)/kBTs decreases with increasing x.
In the superconducting (SC) state an additional relaxational component appears due to a partial
(or complete) destruction of the SC state proceeding on a sub-0.5-picosecond timescale. From the
SC component saturation behavior the optical SC-state destruction energy, Up/kB = 0.3 K/Fe,
is determined near the optimal doping. The subsequent relatively slow recovery of the SC state
indicates clean SC gaps. The T -dependence of the transient reflectivity amplitude in the normal
state is consistent with the presence of a pseudogap in the QP density of states. The polarization
anisotropy of the transients suggests that the pseudogap-like behavior might be associated with a
broken 4-fold rotational symmetry resulting from nematic electronic fluctuations persisting up to
T ≃ 200 K at any x. The second moment of the Eliashberg function, obtained from the relaxation
rate in the metallic state at higher temperatures, indicates a moderate electron phonon coupling,
λ . 0.3, that decreases with increasing doping.

I. INTRODUCTION

Very soon after the discovery of high-temperature
superconductivity in iron-based pnictides1–3 some un-
usual properties of the normal state were indicated by
various experimental techniques4–12 indicating a possi-
ble pseudogap.5,6,8,10 More recently, the presence of the
normal-state electronic nematic fluctuations9,10,12–15 has
been suggested from a remarkable anisotropy of physical
properties induced by application of an external uniaxial
stress in the tetragonal phase, well above the structural
phase transition.

In comparison to the cuprates, where the pseudogap is
ubiquitous, the existence of a pseudogap in iron-based
pnictides is still controversial since no strong anoma-
lies are present in the normal-state in-plane transport
properties.16,17 As in the cuprates, it is believed, that
understanding the unusual normal state might be a key
for revealing the origin of high temperature superconduc-
tivity observed in these systems.

Time domain optical spectroscopy has been, among
other spectroscopies, very instrumental in elucidating the
nature of the unusual normal state in the cuprates by
virtue of the fact that different components in the low-
energy excitation spectrum could be distinguished by
their different lifetimes.18–24 In iron pnictides several re-
ports on photoexcited carrier dynamics exist8,25–32, but
doping dependence studies are still incomplete26,28,32.

Here we present a systematic temperature (T ) de-
pendent time-domain optical spectroscopy study in

Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 spanning a large part of the x − T
phase diagram from the undoped spin density wave
(SDW) metallic state at x = 0 through coexisting
superconducting-SDW state around x = 5%, to the over-
doped superconducting (SC) state at x = 11%. We
investigate the photoexcited quasiparticle relaxation in
the low-T SDW and SC ground states as well as in the
intermediate-T “pseudogap” state and the room-T metal-
lic state.

From the temperature dependencies of the optical re-
laxation transients we infer the relaxation bottlenecks
which we attribute to opening of the partial charge gap
with the BCS-like temperature dependence in the or-
thorhombic state and the presence of a pseudogap-like
suppression of the electronic density of states at higher
temperatures. Surprisingly, we find that the 2-fold opti-
cal symmetry observed in the orthorhombic state persists
well into the tetragonal state, suggesting association of
the pseudogap-like behavior with a broken point symme-
try and the presence of nematic fluctuations.

The analysis of the high temperature relaxation dy-
namics experimentally confirms the supposition of a
moderate electron phonon coupling in iron-pnictide su-
perconductors.

We discuss separately the response of the SC state,
where we observe an ultrafast nonthermal destruction of
the SC condensate. The subsequent SC state recovery
dynamics indicates clean gaps with the BCS-like tem-
perature dependence.

The paper starts with presentation and description of
experimental data in Section II, followed by a more de-
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tailed analysis and modeling, separately focusing on dif-
ferent regions of the phase diagram, in Section III. Con-
clusions and summary are presented in Section IV.

Figure 1. Atomic force microscope analysis of the cleaved sur-
face quality in the near optimally doped Co-7% sample. The
dashed arrow indicates the location of the plotted z profile.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Setup and samples

Single crystals of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 with Co dopings,
x = 0%, 2.5%, 5.1%, 7% and 11%, were grown from a
self flux, and characterized as described previously.9,12,33

The Co-0% and Co-2.5% samples are underdoped and
non-superconducting with SDW ordering while the Co-
5.1% sample exhibits a coexistence of SDW and super-
conductivity at low T [see Fig. 2 (e)]. The Co-7% and
Co-11% samples correspond to the near optimally doped
and overdoped region of the SC phase diagram with no
SDW ordering.

For optical measurements the crystals were glued onto
a copper sample holder and cleaved by a razor before
mounting in an optical liquid-He flow cryostat. Cleaving
resulted in a terrace like surface (see Fig. 1) with a typ-
ical terrace width of a few µm and step height of a few
nm. The relative orientation of the terraces with respect
to the crystal axes was not determined.

Measurements of the photoinduced reflectivity, ∆R/R,
were performed using the standard pump-probe tech-
nique, with 50 fs optical pulses from a 250-kHz Ti:Al2O3

regenerative amplifier seeded with an Ti:Al2O3 oscilla-
tor. Unless otherwise noted, we used the pump photons
with the doubled (~ωP = 3.1 eV) photon energy and the
probe photons with the laser fundamental 1.55 eV pho-
ton energy to easily suppress the scattered pump photons
by long-pass filtering. In some cases we used (for com-
parison) also the degenerate pump-photon energy of 1.55
eV. The pump and probe beams were nearly perpendicu-
lar to the cleaved sample surface with polarizations per-
pendicular to each other35 and oriented with respect to

the the crystals to obtain the maximum/minimum ampli-
tude of the response at low temperatures. The pump and
probe beam diameters were determined by measuring the
transmittance of calibrated pinholes mounted at the sam-
ple place36 resulting in 60µm/50µm and 70µm/40µm for
3.1eV/1.55eV and 1.55eV/1.55eV pump/probe energies,
respectively.

B. Overview of the experimental data set

In Fig. 2 we plot the temperature dependence of the
raw photoinduced reflectivity (∆R/R) transients at dif-
ferent dopings. Despite no deliberate uniaxial strain was
applied to the samples9 all samples except the Co-11%
sample showed a 2-fold rotational anisotropy with respect
to the probe polarization below ∼200K (see Fig. 3).

In the orthorhombic state the anisotropy indicates a
preferential ordering of the orthorhombic twin domains
in the probed volume. The anisotropy slightly varies
along the surface of the samples with isolated spots that
show almost no anisotropy. The transients of the less
anisotropic spots are consistent with a linear combina-
tion of the most anisotropic transients. This indicates
that the variation is not due to a sample inhomogeneity37

but due to the spatially inhomogeneous detwinning.
Since, according to the optical penetration depth in

iron-pnictides,26 the probed volume is limited to a few
tens of nanometers thick layer near the surface we at-
tribute the anisotropy to an anisotropic surface-strain
bias presumably induced by the local pump-beam ther-
mal load in the presence of the uni-directionally ordered
terraces shown in Fig. 1. In the absence of information
which crystallographic direction correspond to the two
different orthogonal probe polarization we denote the po-
larization corresponding to the low-temperature minimal
and maximal sub-picosecond peak ∆R/R value P− and
P+, respectively.

At any doping the ∆R/R transients show a saturation
with increasing pump laser fluence (F) at low temper-
atures. At high temperatures the saturation behavior
vanishes as shown as an example for the Co-5.1% sample
in Fig. 4.

C. Results in samples that show SDW ordering

The response in the undoped Co-0% sample is very
similar to previous results in undoped SrFe2As2 and
SmAsFeO.26,29 Below Ts = TSDW the transients are dom-
inated by the initial single exponential relaxation (see
Fig. 3). At Ts a slowing down of relaxation is ob-
served in the form of a long lived relaxation, which is
following the initial ∼ 1.5 ps exponential decay and ex-
tends throughout the experimental ns time window [see
x = 2.5% curves in Fig. 3 (a)]. Above Ts the ampli-
tude of the initial sub-ps relaxation strongly drops and
the structure at around 10 ps, which was observed also
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Figure 2. (Color online) The photinduced reflectivity (∆R/R) transients at 13 µJ/cm2 pump fluence as a function of temperature
at different dopings and probe polarizations (a)-(d), (f)-(j). The top row (a)-(d) corresponds to the P− and the bottom row
(f)-(i) to the P+ polarization. The vertical lines indicate T c (full lines), T SDW (dashed lines) and T s (dotted lines). The phase
diagram33,34 of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (e). The investigated-samples dopings are marked by the yellow vertical bars.

in previously studied iron-pnictides,26,29 becomes appar-
ent. The structure could be associated with the acoustic
wave propagating into the sample after expansion of the
excited volume due to the transient laser-pulse heating
and will not be discussed further.

With increasing Co doping the anomalies around Ts

become broader [see Fig. 5 (a)] and the drop of the
amplitudes with increasing T above Ts becomes slower.
There are no clear separate features observed at the spin-
density-wave (SDW) transition temperature (TSDW) in
the Co-2.5% and Co-5.1 samples, where the SDW tran-
sition is split from the structural phase transition.

There is also a marked difference in the probe polar-
ization anisotropy of the Co-0% sample with respect to
the Co-2.5% and Co-5.1% samples where the amplitude
shows either a peak for the P+ polarization or a step-
like increase for the P− polarization at Ts [see Fig. 5
(a)]. This difference could be explained by a lower de-
gree of detwinning due to the surface-strain bias in the
Co-0% sample.

D. Results in superconducting samples

In the superconducting samples (x > 2.5%) an
additional SC component relaxing on a hundreds-of-
picosecond timescale appears below the critical tempera-
ture (T c) [see Fig. 6 (a) and (b)]. The component is the
most clearly observed at low pump fluences and has the
largest magnitude in the optimally doped Co-7% sample
[see Fig. 2 (d) and (i)].

As previously observed in the cuprates36 and iron-
pnictides8,26 the SC component saturates at a lower
pump fluence than the components which are present

also above Tc. The saturation of the SC component is
associated8,26 with a complete SC state destruction in
the optically probed volume.

In the normal state the transients in the near-
optimally-doped Co-7% sample show a similar temper-
ature evolution as in the Co-5.1% sample above Ts, but
shifted to lower temperatures. When cooling from the
room temperature at ∼ 70K (∼ 100K in the Co-5.1%
sample) the transients for the P− polarization show an
emergence of a negative picosecond component resulting
in a change of sign together with appearance of the long
lived relaxation tail below ∼ 50 K (∼ 70 K in the Co-
5.1% sample). There is, however, no structural transition
with a peak of the amplitude as in the Co-5.1% sample
at Ts ≃ 60 K, but a direct transition to the SC state at
Tc ≃ 23 K38.

The transients in the overdoped Co-11% sample show,
on the other hand, just a monotonous increase of the
magnitude and relaxation timescale when the tempera-
ture is lowered from the room temperature down to the
SC transition temperature similar to the probe polariza-
tion averaged transients in the Co-7% sample [see Fig. 5
(b)].

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. SC state destruction and recovery

1. Fluence dependence

Due to a finite noise magnitude we were able to in-
vestigate the F -dependence of the SC component below
the saturation fluence only in the nearly optimally doped
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Figure 3. (Color online) Anisotropy of the raw ∆R/R tran-
sients at a few representative temperatures as a function of
Co doping x at 13 µJ/cm2 pump fluence. The full and dot-
ted lines correspond to P+ and P− polarizations, respectively.
The gray lines are the transients measured with 1.55 eV pump
photon energy at 11 µJ/cm2 in the Co-7% sample.

sample (x = 7%) with the highest Tc ≃ 23 K. At the low-
est F the SC component dominates the raw ∆R/R tran-
sients [Fig. 7 (a) and (b)]. With increasing F , however,
the SC component quickly saturates while an increasing
contribution of the normal state components starts to
prevail at shorter timescales resulting in a shift of the
minimum corresponding to the saturated SC component
for the P− probe polarization [Fig. 7 (a)] (and the max-
imum for the P+ probe polarization polarization [Fig. 7
(b)]) towards longer delays.

To extract the SC relaxation component we used the
observation that the ∆R/R transients only weakly de-
pend on the temperature just above Tc.

8,26 In Fig. 7
(c) we show the F -dependence of the SC component for
the P+ probe polarization obtained by subtraction of
the normal state ∆R/R transients measured above Tc

(at 30K) from the transients measured at 5K. The sub-
traction procedure clearly fails at high F producing an
apparent non-monotonous temporal dependence of the
SC component at longer delays. The failure is attributed
to the weak T -dependence of the normal state compo-

Figure 4. (Color online) Fluence-normalized ∆R/R/F tran-
sients as a function of F at different temperatures and probe
polarizations in the Co-5.1% sample. The arrows indicate the
direction of increasing F . Overlapping curves indicate a lin-
ear F dependence. The left and right columns correspond to
the P+ and P− polarization, respectively.

nents and/or a systematic error, which become large in
comparison to the magnitude of the saturated SC com-
ponent at higher F . Nevertheless, one can observe an
increasing duration of the plateau corresponding to the
transient destruction of the SC state and slowing down
of the subsequent SC state recovery with increasing F .

We use the inhomogeneous SC-state destruction
model36 to fit F -dependence of the SC component am-
plitudes [see Fig. 7(d)] and determine the SC state de-
struction threshold external fluence FT = 0.43 ± 0.04
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Figure 5. (Color online) Amplitudes of the raw reflectivity
transients as a function of temperature at different Co dop-
ings, x, at 13 µJ/cm2 pump fluence. The full and open sym-
bols correspond to P+ and P− polarizations, respectively.
Open stars represent the amplitude of the probe-polarization
averaged transients in the Co-7% sample. The thin lines in
(a) are fits of equation (4) discussed in text. The thin lines in
(b) are the T -independent gap fits (6) discussed in text. The
vertical lines indicate T c (obtained from our optical data),
T SDW and T s (obtained from the phase diagram33,34).

µJ/cm2. Taking optical constants from Ref. [39] we ob-
tain the reflectivity R=0.37 and the optical penetration
depth λop = 34 nm at the 1.55-eV pump photon en-
ergy, giving the bulk SC state destruction energy den-
sity required to completely destroy the superconducting
state: Up,Co−122/kB = FT (1−R) /λopkB = 0.3 K/Fe
(Up,Co−122 = 4.9 J/mole). This value is much smaller
than the energy necessary to heat the sample thermally

to Tc, UQ/kB =
´ Tc

5K
cp/kBdT ≃ 2.4 K/Fe (UQ = 40

J/mole) indicating that the SC destruction is highly non-
thermal. On the other hand, the thermodynamic con-
densation energy, U c,Co−122/kB = 0.15 ± 0.02 K/Fe40 is
only half of Up,Co−122 indicating that a half of the opti-
cal energy, initially completely absorbed by the electronic
subsystem, is quickly (within τ r ≃ 0.5 ps) transferred to
the sub-gap phonons, with ~ωph < 2∆SC, which can not
break Cooper pairs.41

Comparing the destruction energy density with the

Figure 6. (Color online) Low temperature ∆R/R transients
as a function of temperature in the Co-5.1% sample at 3.9
µJ/cm2 pump fluence for two orthogonal probe polarizations
P+ (a) and P− (b). The arrows indicate the direction of
increasing T .

Figure 7. (Color online) The raw ∆R/R transients in the op-
timally doped Co-7% sample as a function of F at P+ (a)
and P− (b) polarizations. The SC component as a function
of F for the P+ polarization (c). The F-dependence of the
SC component amplitude for P+ (full symbols) and P− (open
symbols) polarizations in the optimally doped Co-7% sample
(d). The thin lines in (d) are fits of the non-homogeneous
saturation model.36 All data in this figure were obtained at
T = 5K and 1.55 eV pump-photon energy. The arrows indi-
cate the direction of increasing F .

near optimally doped SmAsFe(O,F) (Tc ≃ 49K).26 we
find that it is much smaller than Up,Sm−1111/kB =
1.8 K/Fe. The ratio of the destruction ener-
gies Up,Sm−1111/Up,Co−122 = 6 is, however, close
to the ratio of the critical temperatures squared,
(Tc,Sm−1111/Tc,Co−122)

2 = 4.5, which corresponds to the
ratio of the condensation energies if we assume a similar
SC gap structure and the electronic density of states in
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Figure 8. (Color online) The superconducting response at
different polarizations in the Co-5.1% sample at 3.9 µJ/cm2

pump fluence (a) and (b), in the Co-7% sample at 13 µJ/cm2

pump fluence (c) and (d) and in the Co-11% sample at 2.6
µJ/cm2 pump fluence (e). The normalized photoinduced re-
flectivity at 1.2 ps in all superconducting samples (f). Full
and open symbols correspond to P+ and P− probe polariza-
tions, respectively. The lines in (f) are Mattis-Bardeen fits
(1) discussed in text. The arrows indicate the direction of
increasing T .

both compounds.

2. Temperature dependence

To study the temperature dependence of the SC com-
ponent we subtracted the average of the normal-state
∆R/R transients up to ∼10K above T c from the raw
transients. The resulting SC component is shown in Fig.
8 (a-e) for different Co dopings and polarizations. Due
to a rather small signal to noise ratio the F -linear pump
fluence region was not accessible so F was chosen signif-
icantly above the SC component saturation threshold in
all cases.

The SC component shows a rise-time of τ r . 0.5 ps
followed by a plateau extending from tens of picoseconds
at 5K to several hundred picoseconds when the temper-
ature is increased towards Tc.

42 As discussed above, the
plateau corresponds to the transient destruction of the
SC state. The timescale of the SC state recovery fol-
lowing the plateau is ∼ 1 ns at 5K and increases with
increasing temperature.

Except in the overdoped Co-11% sample, which shows
no polarization dependence of the ∆R/R transients and
the smallest magnitude of the saturated SC component,
the sign of the SC component changes for the two orthog-
onal probe polarizations. There is, however, no difference
(within the experimental error) in the delay evolution of
the SC component among the P+ and P− polarizations.
Taking into account, that different polarizations probe
different parts of the Fermi surface,15 this indicates that
the destruction and the recovery of the SC order param-
eter is uniform along different parts of the Fermi surface.

In Fig. 8 (f) we plot the temperature dependence of
the SC-component saturated amplitude for all SC sam-
ples. The linear T -dependence of the amplitude above
Tc indicates some residual contribution due to the weak
T -dependence of the non-SC contributions. Below Tc we
observe (on top of the linear T -dependence) the charac-
teristic Mattis-Bardeen T -dependence given by the high-
frequency limit of the Mattis-Bardeen formula,26,43

∆R

R
∝
(

∆(T )

~ω

)2

log

(

3.3~ω

∆(T )

)

, (1)

where ~ω is the probe-photon energy and ∆(T ) the su-
perconducting gap with the BCS temperature depen-
dence.

3. Comparison with SmFeAs(O,F)

The presence of the plateau and the slow SC state
recovery is different than in the near-optimally doped
SmFeAs(O,F), where a two stage SC recovery was
observed.26 The fast equilibration stage, appearing on
a ∼ 5 ps timescale in SmFeAs(O,F), corresponds to
the initial local equilibration among all degrees of free-
dom and the slow, appearing on a several-hundred-
picosecond timescale, corresponds to the energy escape
from the optically probed volume by the diffusive heat
transport.26 The absence of the two-stage relaxation in
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 is consistent with the fact, that, at
the pump fluences used for the T -scans, the total laser
energy deposited in the optically probed volume corre-
sponds to heating the sample to a temperature well above
Tc, in the 30-40K range. The sample thus remains in the
normal state after the fast stage and the SC recovery is
governed by the diffusive-heat-transport slow stage only.

Moreover, in the present case a separate two-stage re-
laxation is not observed even at the lowest F just above
the threshold [see Fig. 7 (c)] suggesting that the initial
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Figure 9. An example of the three-exponential fit (2) for the
Co-5.1% sample for (a) P+ and (b) P− polarization. Note the
different rise-time dynamics for the two polarizations resulting
in different delays of the extrema indicated by arrows.

local equilibration is slower than in SmFeAs(O,F). This
could be ascribed to virtually clean SC gaps44 in the case
of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (and other 122 systems26) in com-
parison to SmFeAs(O,F) where the relaxation dynamics
and a large low-T heat capacity45 suggest the presence
of ungapped parts of the Fermi surface in the SC state.26

B. Orthorhombic SDW state

1. Determination of the relaxation components

While in the Co-0% sample at low T the initial relax-
ation can be fit with a single exponential decay in both
polarizations the samples with finite Co dopings clearly
show a multi-component relaxation. In order to consis-
tently fit the transients for both probe polarizations up to
100 ps delay, to determine T -dependencies of relaxation
times, three exponentially decaying components need to
be employed:46

∆R

R
=

∑

i∈{A,B,C}

Ai

2
e
−

t−t0
τi erfc

(

σ2 − 4(t− t0)τi

2
√
2στi

)

+

+
A0

2
erfc

(√
2(t0 − t)

σ

)

, (2)

where σ corresponds to the effective width of the exci-
tation pulse with a Gaussian temporal profile arriving
at t0 and τi the exponential relaxation times. The last
term in (2) accounts for slower processes which are not
of interest here. During the fitting the relaxation times
for the two orthogonal polarizations were linked while
amplitudes were kept independent.

Component A [see Fig. 9 ] with relaxation time
τA ∼ 0.2 ps is needed to fit the difference in the rise
time dynamics between the two orthogonal probe polar-

izations. The component is absent in the Co-0% and su-
perconducting Co-11% samples and appears below ∼ 150
K in the other samples [see10 (a), (b)] with the relax-
ation time only weakly dependent on the temperature.
It could be associated with the initial relaxation of the
high energy optically excited electrons towards the Fermi
energy and/or the inter-band momentum scattering be-
tween states near the Fermi energy at different parts of
the Fermi surface47.

Component B is the main component present in all
samples [see Fig. 10 (d)] representing the initial 0.3−1.5
ps decay. The relaxation time, τB, [see Fig. 10 (c)] shows
a slowing down48 at Ts in the samples with the SDW or-
der. The peak in τB is only weakly pronounced in the
Co-5.1% sample, which shows the SDW-SC coexistence,
and is completely absent in the Co-7% and Co-11% sam-
ples, where we observe a monotonous increase of τB with
decreasing temperature.49

Component C [see Fig. 10 (e), (f)] has the longest
relaxation time (τC) spanning from a few ps at 200K up
to 20 ps at 5K in the Co-7% and Co-11% samples.50 In
the Co-2.5% and Co-5.1% samples τC also slows down
near Ts. The qualitative behavior of this component is
very similar to component B so it is very likely that both
components together are due to a single process with a
non-exponential decay dynamics.

2. Analysis of the temperature dependence

Below T s the ∆R/R amplitude shows different T -
dependence for the two orthogonal probe polarizations
which is the most clearly pronounced in the Co-2.5% sam-
ple [see Fig. 5 (a)]. This indicates that the states involved
in the two orthogonal probe polarizations correspond to
different parts of the Fermi surface,51 presumably orig-
inating from different bands crossing the Fermi energy
as confirmed by the recent ARPES photon-polarization
analysis in untwinned Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2.

15

To analyze the anisotropic T -dependence we first
rewrite equation (4) from Ref. [52], that describes the
photoinduced reflectivity change due to the presence of
photoexcited carriers, in a more general form for a pair
of bands:

∆Rα,β ∝
ˆ

d3k[|Mα,β(k)|2 ∆fα(k)×

× g (ǫβ(k)− ǫα(k) − ~ωprobe)]. (3)

Here Mα,β is the effective probe-polarization dependent
optical-dipole matrix element between an initial band,
α, and a final band, β, ∆fα(k) the photoexcited change
of the charge-carrier distribution function in the initial
band, g(ǫ) the effective transition line-shape and ~ωprobe

the probe photon energy. For simplicity we assumed that
the energy of the final band is far from the Fermi energy,
|ǫβ(k) − ǫF| ∼ ~ωprobe ≫ kBT , so ∆fβ(k) can be ne-
glected after the fast initial relaxation of the ultra-hot
carriers.
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Figure 10. (Color online) Multi-exponential fit relaxation times (a), (c), (e) and corresponding amplitudes (b), (d), (f). The
empty and filled symbols represent P+ and P− probe polarization, respectively. The vertical lines indicate T c (full lines),
T SDW (dashed lines) and T s (dotted lines).

Integral (3) selectively samples ∆fα(k) in different re-
gions of k-space depending on the probe polarization and
photon energy. Due to contributions of several optical
transitions with finite effective line-widths it is usually
assumed that (3) smoothly samples over the relevant en-
ergy range in the vicinity of the Fermi energy and ∆R can
be approximated by the total photexcited carrier density,
∆R = γnpe,

52,53 and any change of ∆R upon change of
external parameters (T for example) is attributed to the
change of npe while the proportionality factor γ is as-
sumed to be a constant.

In Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 however, a complex band struc-
ture reorganization with bands shifting by as much as 80
meV has been observed below Ts.

15 These shifts can sig-
nificantly modify the sampling region of the integral (3)
and violate the assumption of a constant γ. To take this
into account we therefore assume that γ is temperature
dependent and expand it in terms of an order param-
eter. The order parameter can be associated with the
opening of a partial T -dependent charge gap ∆(T ) upon
the Fermi surface reconstruction below T s.

54 Assuming
a complex BCS-like order parameter with the magnitude
∆(T ) below Ts we obtain:

∆R = (γ0 + η∆(T )2)npe. (4)

Since for the P− probe polarization the T -dependent
∆R/R amplitude shows the characteristic shape which
is associated with an appearance of a bottleneck in the
photo-excited electron relaxation below Ts we use the
bottleneck model from Kabanov et al.

53,

npe ∝ 1/
[

(

1+
kBT

2∆(T )

)

(

1+gph

√

kBT

∆(T )
exp

(

−
kBT

∆(T)

)

)]

, (5)

to describe T -dependence of npe. Using the BCS temper-
ature dependent gap we can obtain a good fit of equation
(4) to the ∆R/R amplitude for both probe polarizations
(see Fig. 5). The relative gap magnitudes are consis-
tent (see Table I) with previously reported values29 in
different iron pnictides and show a decrease with dop-
ing, consistent with a decrease of the stability of the or-
thorhombic SDW state.

Similarly to ReFeAsO55 the onset of the partial gap
opening can be associated with the structural and not
SDW transition.

C. Normal state

1. Normal state bottleneck and pseudogap

Above Ts the T -dependent ∆R/R amplitude shows
tails which can not be described by (5). These tails in-
dicate a bottleneck in relaxation and therefore the pres-
ence of a pseudogap persisting up to ∼ 200 K. With
increasing Co doping the bottleneck becomes even more
pronounced at higher T and remains present also in the
non-SDW Co-7% and Co-11% samples.

The F dependence of the ∆R/R transients shown in
Fig. 4 (e) and (f) indicates that at high excitation the
relaxation component, which is responsible for the tails,
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x 2∆(0)/kBT s 2∆PG (K)
0% 9± 2 -

2.5% 7± 2 -
5.1% 4± 2 800± 100

7% - 660± 100

11% - 610± 100

Table I. Charge gap magnitudes in the SDW samples and
characteristic pseudogap energies in the SC samples as ob-
tained from the fits in Fig. 5 discussed in text.

saturates and the shapes of transients become almost
identical to the room temperature ones. The observed
external saturation fluences of the order of 100 µJ/cm2

correspond to the absorbed optical energy of ∼ 50 K/Fe.
This amount of energy would thermally heat the experi-
mental volume for only a few K. Any property or a state,
that is responsible for the tails, can therefore be non-
thermally destroyed. This rules out any static effect,
such as the surface-strain bias, a rigid band shift with
T or a band-structure pseudogap, for example, as possi-
ble origins of the tails.

To obtain a quantitative information about the pseu-
dogap we analyze the normal state T -dependent ∆R/R
magnitude in the context of the relaxation across a T -
independent gap.8,26,53 Assuming that in the normal
state any T -dependence of γ can be neglected, we fit the
P+ ∆R/R magnitude56 by:

∆R ∝npe ∝
[

1 + gph exp

(

− kBT

∆PG (T )

)]−1

, (6)

where gph is the ratio between the number of involved
phonons and number of involved quasi-particle states.53

The obtained pseudogap magnitudes 2∆PG (see Ta-
ble I) are very similar to spin pseudogap magnitudes ob-
tained from T -dependence of the Knight shift6 suggesting
that a suppression of density of states in the fluctuation
region is present in both, spin and charge, densities of
states. The presence of the charge pseudogap is sup-
ported also by the T -dependence of the c-axis electrical
resistivity11 and the V shape of the tunneling conduc-
tance spectra10.

It should be noted that the charge pseudogap was
observed also in the electron doped SmFeAs(O,F),8,26

which, similarly as Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, shows the spin
pseudogap.5

2. Anisotropy and nematic fluctuations

One of the most striking features of our data set is the
observation of the 2-fold in-plane rotational anisotropy
of the optical transients in the tetragonal phase (see Fig.
3), well above Ts, without any deliberately applied exter-
nal uniaxial stress. The absence of the anisotropy at the
room temperature and in the Co-11% sample proves that

the observed anisotropy is not an experimental artifact
but is intrinsic to our samples. At low dopings the high-T
anisotropy axes match the orthorhombic-state anisotropy
axes indicating that also the high-T anisotropy is oriented
along the orthorhombic crystal axes direction. More-
over, the change of the sign of the SC component in Co-
5.1% and Co-7% samples is a strong indication that the
anisotropy originates from the bulk of the probed volume
and not from the edges of the teraces.

In the absence of any structural data which would in-
dicate that our samples are not tetragonal in the thermo-
dynamic equilibrium above Ts, we assume that the break-
ing of the 4-fold tetragonal symmetry is not spontaneous,
but is a consequence of anisotropic boundary and/or ex-
citation conditions that introduce an anisotropic surface
strain.

We believe that the strain is a consequence of the lo-
cal crystal expansion due to the local thermal load. The
anisotropy of the strain could be linked to the unidirec-
tional terraces observed on the surface of the cleaved crys-
tals. The strain is expected to be weak since the average
increase of the temperature in the experimental volume is
at most a few K. The anisotropic response of the sample
is therefore possible only if the system is very close to a
spontaneous symmetry-breaking instability of the 4-fold
rotational symmetry.

Since the reflectivity is a second rank tensor the ob-
served 2-fold anisotropy can not distinguish between the
2-fold in-plane rotational symmetries and the absence
of any rotational symmetry (C1). The observed 2-fold
anisotropy is therefore compatible with a nematic order
parameter57 as well as with an in-plane antiferromagnetic
(AF) ordering and even in-plane ferro orderings. Since
photons do not directly couple to spins the observation
of AF fluctuations in optical response is at best of sec-
ond order and therefore very unlikely. Moreover, there
is no appreciable external magnetic field to order spins
and the anisotropy is a continous function of temperature
with a clear anomaly at Ts and no anomaly at TSDW in
Co-2.5% and Co-5.1% samples. We therefore tentatively
associate the 2-fold symmetry breaking instability with
nematic fluctuations or ordering of the Fe d orbitals. The
ordering is not necessary static at all temperatures since
the timescale of relaxation is below ∼ 0.5 ps. Similar ne-
matic ordering, albeit static in the presence of an external
uniaxial strain and at somewhat lower temperatures, was
observed also by other techniques.9,10,12,15

Due to the concurrent appearance of the bottleneck
and the polarization anisotropy of the transients around
200 K the pseudogap might be associated with the ne-
matic fluctuations responsible for the 4-fold rotational
symmetry breaking. The fluctuations appear to be par-
ticularly strong in the Co-5.1% and Co-7% samples where
they order due to the surface-strain bias resulting in the
probe polarization anisotropy and the change of the sign
of the P−-probe-polarization transients well above any
transition at ∼ 110K and ∼ 70K in the Co-5.1% and 7%
samples, respectively [see Fig. 5 (b)].
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In the Co-11% sample no probe polarization anisotropy
is observed despite a clear indication of the pseudogap.
However, the temperature dependence of the ∆R/R mag-
nitude in this sample is very similar to the ∆R/R magni-
tude of the polarization-averaged∆R/R transients in the
Co-7% sample [see Fig. 5 (b)] suggesting that the absence
of the anisotropy is not due to the absence of nematic
fluctuations, but due to the absence of their macroscopic
ordering. The pseudogap can therefore be consistently
associated with nematicity well into the overdoped re-
gion of the phase diagram.

A similar weak tetragonal symmetry breaking at high
T extending well into the SC dome region of the
phase diagram has been recently observed also in F
doped Sm-1111 by high resolution synchrothron powder
diffraction.58 This suggests that the presence of the ne-
matic fluctuations is a general property of the electron
doped FeAs planes.

D. Electron phonon coupling

1. Determination of λ〈ω2〉

At room temperature Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 is a bad
metal with resistivity in the sub-mΩcm range33 and
plasma frequency in an ∼ 1 eV range59,60. Since our
data suggest that the effects of the nematic fluctua-
tions become negligible around room temperature we an-
alyze the initial part of the ∆R/R transients at high T
in the framework of the electron-phonon relaxation in
metals.61,62 The F -independent relaxation at the room
temperature [see Fig. 4 (g) and (h)] warrants use of the
low excitation expansion61, where in the high tempera-
ture limit the energy relaxation time is proportional to
T ,61,62

τ =
2πkBT

3~λ〈ω2〉 . (7)

Here λ〈ω2〉 is the second moment of the Eliashberg func-
tion, α2F (ω), and kB the Boltzman constant.61 The
equation is expected to be valid for kBT >~ω0, where
ω0 is the characteristic Eliashberg-function phonon fre-
quency. Estimating ~ω0 ∼ 20 meV being a half of the
maximum phonon frequency in BaFe2As2,

63 we expect
(7) to be valid above ∼ 200 K.

We therefore determine the relaxation time above 200
K by fitting the initial part of the ∆R/R transients with
a finite-rise-time single exponential decay similar to (2)
[see Fig. 11 (a)].64 The temperature dependence of the
relaxation time shows a clear linear T -dependence pre-
dicted by equation (7) only in the near optimally doped
Co-7% and overdoped Co-11% samples [see inset of Fig.
11 (b)]. At lower Co dopings there is a clear departure
from the linear T -dependence below ∼ 250 K indicating
that ω0 rises with decreasing Co doping and/or the ef-
fects of the nematic fluctuations can not be neglected up
to ∼ 250 K.

Figure 11. (Color online) The initial part of ∆R/R transients
at 300K together with exponential fits as a function of Co dop-
ing (a). Open symbols correspond to the transients measured
with 1.55 eV pump-photon energy in the Co-0% and Co-7%
samples. The second moment of the Eliashberg function as a
function of Co doping (b). The thin line is an eye-guide. The
T -dependence of the initial relaxation time together with fits
of Equation (7) is shown in the inset.

In the non SC samples λ〈ω2〉 is similar as in SrFe2As2
and SmAsFeO indicating a moderate electron phonon
coupling constant λ ∼ 0.3.29 The value of λ〈ω2〉 strongly
drops in the superconducting samples consistent with
high excitation density result.31 The decrease of λ〈ω2〉
with increasing Co doping [see Fig. 11 (b)] suggests even
lower λ ∼ 0.1 in the SC samples, however, due to the
decrease of ωo the relative decrease of λ might be less
than that of λ〈ω2〉.

2. Possible multi-band effects

Owing to the multi-band nature of iron-pnictides it is
possible, that (due to optical selection rules) relaxation in
some bands with possible higher couplings is not directly
detected in ∆R/R transients. This would happen if the
inter-band momentum scattering was slower than the en-
ergy relaxation rate in the unobserved band(s). The slow-
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inter-band-scattering-rate possibility is suggested by the
marked pump-photon energy dispersion of the Co-7%
sample transients at high T [see Fig. 11 (a)], which
should be absent in the case of a very fast inter-band-
momentum scattering rate.

Trying to clarify this we estimate the upper bound
for the inter-band momentum scattering rate, 1/τIB, by
the scattering rate of the narrow Drude peak.60 From
Ref. [60] we obtain τIB & 1/30 cm−1 ∼ 200 fs which is
indeed comparable to the measured energy relaxation
time [Fig. 11 (b)] indicating a possibility that the esti-
mated λ〈ω2〉 is not well averaged over different bands.
On the other hand, different analyses of the optical
conductivity,39,59,65,66 albeit in samples of different ori-
gin than ours,67 result in a much broader Drude peak
and consequently in at least ten times shorter τIB there-
fore supporting the fast inter-band-momentum scattering
rate scenario.

The observed pump-photon energy dispersion of the
transients [see inset to Fig. 11 (a)], which is negligi-
ble in the Co-0% sample, therefore suggests, that λ〈ω2〉
is well averaged over the bands in the undoped sample.
This can not be claimed (due to the significant pump-
photon energy dispersion in the Co-7% sample) for the
samples with the Co doping well in the SC dome. Pre-
liminary experiments with different pump/probe photon
energies and better time resolution have, however, so far
not shown the presence of any additional faster relaxation
component and consequently a presence of bands with
larger λ〈ω2〉 for any of the present Co doping levels.68

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We investigated doping dependence of electronic prop-
erties in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 by means of time resolved
optical pump-probe spectroscopy. We observe a smooth
evolution of the response with the Co doping as the sys-
tem crosses over from the undoped SDW ground state to
the superconducting ground state.

In the undoped and underdoped samples (x . 5.1%) a
clear signature of a bottleneck formation in the relaxation
of the photoexcited QP is observed below the tetragonal
to orthorhombic structural transition temperature T s.
The bottleneck is attributed to the partial charge gap
opening due to the band-structure reconstruction below
T s, similar to other undoped iron pnictides.29 The rel-
ative charge gap magnitude 2∆(0)/kBTs decreases with
Co doping, consistent with a decrease of the stability of
the orthorhombic/SDW state.

Similar to SmFeAs(O,F) we observe an anomalous T
dependence of the relaxation in the normal state with
the addition of the 2-fold rotational anisotropy in the
tetragonal state. Although we were not able to deter-
mine the precise origin of the observed 2-fold rotational
anisotropy, the observation of unidirectional terraces on
the surface of the cleaved crystals suggests, that this
anisotropy might be due to the anisotropic component

of the surface strain induced by the laser heating. Since
this strain is weak this indicates a high susceptibility
of the samples for 4-fold to 2-fold rotational symmetry
breaking consistent with a nematic order parameter. The
anomalous normal state behavior is therefore tentatively
attributed to electronic nematic fluctuations, that persist
up to ∼ 200 K, and open a pseudogap in the density of
states near the Fermi energy. The fluctuation region ex-
tends well above Ts in the underdoped region and across
all of the investigated SC dome region of the phase di-
agram. Due to the surface-strain bias these fluctuations
tend to align resulting in an anisotropic optical response
also in the tetragonal near-optimally-doped 7%-Co sam-
ple.

Surprisingly, no clear separate anomaly is observed
upon SDW formation at slightly lower TSDW in under-
doped samples (x = 2.5% and 5.1%). This suggests that
the mechanism responsible for the pseudogap formation,
nematic orbital fluctuations and partial gap opening be-
low Ts is, despite the ubiquitous coupling to spins, not
spin driven.

At room temperature, where the nematic fluctua-
tions are negligible, the transients are analyzed in the
framework of the Fermi-liquid electron-phonon relaxation
model.61 The analysis indicates, as in SrFe2As2 and
SmAsFeO,29 a moderate electron phonon coupling. The
second moment of the Eliashberg function λ < ω2 >
is found to decrease with the Co doping resulting in a
decrease of estimated λ from∼ 0.3 in the nonsupercon-
ducting to ∼ 0.1 in the superconducting samples. It is
not clear however, to what extent at higher Co dopings
the systematic error due to a possible slow inter-band
momentum scattering contributes to this decrease.

In the SC state an additional relaxation component
appears in the ∆R/R transients. The behavior of the
SC component is consistent with isotropic SC gaps, that
have the BCS T dependence. The amplitude of the SC
component saturates with increasing excitation density.
The saturation is associated with a complete non-thermal
destruction of the SC state, which proceeds on a sub 0.5-
ps timescale.

In the near optimally doped sample with 7% Co dop-
ing (Tc ∼ 23 K) the determined SC state optical de-
struction energy density, Up/kB = 0.3 K/Fe, is twice
the thermodynamic condensation energy. A half of the
deposited optical energy is therefore transferred to the
low frequency non-pair-breaking phonons on a sub-0.5-
ps timescale. Comparison with SmFeAs(O,F)26 (Tc ∼ 49
K) indicates that Up roughly scales as T 2

c . The SC state
recovery dynamics in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 is slower than
in SmFeAs(O,F) suggesting, contrary to SmFeAs(O,F),
clean SC gaps in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2.
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